Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET): A Powerful Tool for Probing Amphiphilic Polymer Aggregates and Supramolecular Polymers.
This Review Article highlights the utility of the fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) to probe the dynamics and related issues in amphiphilic polymeric aggregates and supramolecular polymers. Amphiphilic polymers are more attractive compared to their small molecule analogues because they exhibit significantly lower critical aggregation concentration, relatively larger particle size (suitable for the enhanced permeation and retention effect), and a much slower dynamics of exchange between the unimer and the aggregate. Representative examples of exchange dynamics in amphiphilic polymer aggregates and their noncovalent encapsulation stability as a function of the structure of the macromolecule, cross-linking, environmental parameters, and biological conditions, as probed by FRET studies, have been included in this article. Further, related observations on the utility of FRET in studying the exchange dynamics in supramolecular polymers, particularly in aqueous medium, have been discussed at length, revealing a strong impact of chirality, side chain polarity, and other parameters. Overall, this Review Article brings out the strength of this technique to probe dynamics of aggregates and assembled systems, mostly in water medium, which has a paramount importance in designing future biomaterials.